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LIMITS OF DIRICHLET FINITE FUNCTIONS ALONG CURVES 

MOSES GLASNER AND RICHARD KATZ 

Let R be a noncompact connected orientable real analytic Riemannian 
n-manifold. In formulating the Dirichlet principle in the absence of a 
border for R various types of behavior at the ideal boundary have been 
used. Brelot [1] considered limits of functions along a family of curves 
tending to the ideal boundary, the collection of Green's lines. Royden 
[11] introduced a compactification R* of R to which Dirichlet finite func
tions extend continuously and considered values of functions on zf, the 
harmonic part of R*\R, as boundary values. Nakai [6], [7] showed that 
for Dirichlet finite functions these two modes of behavior are in a sense 
the same. Subsequently Ohtsuka [8] used limits along arbitrary curves 
tending to the ideal boundary and extremal length to specify boundary 
behavior. Since A is a tractable analytic device and extremal length is 
related to the geometry of R, it is important to determine the connection 
between the latter sort of boundary behavior and the former ones. 

Let M(R) denote the space of Tonelli functions on R with finite Dirichlet 
integrals, DR(f) = J# <#* A * df < + oo. We shall show that an / e M(R) 
has limit 0 along almost every curve (in the sense of extremal length) 
joining a fixed parametric ball to the ideal boundary if and only if the 
values of /on â are 0. In particular, given a function g e M{R) the solution 
to the Dirichlet problem having the same boundary values as g does not 
depend on which of the above meanings is assigned to the term boundary 
values. As an application we give a criterion for R to carry nonconstant 
Dirichlet finite harmonic functions. 

1. We begin by organizing some terminology for later use. We say that 
an open set 0 a R is an end of R if the relative boundary d(9 is piecewise 
smooth and compact in R whereas Q is not compact. A region Q a R 
will be called regular if Q is compact and dû is piecewise smooth. The 
relative harmonic measure of an end 0 of R, co = co ( • ; @9 R) is defined as 
follows. Let {Rm\m = 1 , 2 , . . . } be an exhaustion of R by regular regions 
with dO c R± and let com = com( -;<D9R) be in M(R) such that œm\R\(9 = 0, 
o)m\0\Rm = 1 and com\(9 fl ^m *s harmonic. By the maximum principle 
0 g û>m+i = com = 1. Hence by the Harnack principle we may define 
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Û)(- ; (9, R) = limm^+oo0)m(> ; 0, jR). The function co is continuous on R 
with a>|jR\0 = 0,co\(P harmonic. For any k > m, DR(cok — com9 cok) = 0 by 
the harmonicity of cok on (9 fl ^* a n d consequently 0 g L>R(com — a>*) = 
DÄtOm) — DÄ<DO- From this we see that {<am} is Cauchy with respect to 
the Dirichlet seminorm and consequently by Fatou's lemma we conclude 
that 

(1) co(- ; 09 R) = Z)-lim *)„(• ; ft *)• 
m—+00 

Let 0 be an end of i£ such that R\(9 is compact. Then R is said to be 
parabolic if a; = 0 and hyperbolic otherwise. This is equivalent to the 
other definitions and in particular is independent of 0 (cf. [4], [12]). 

2. We shall be concerned with the critical points E of a nonconstant 
harmonic function on a subregion U of R. Since such functions are real 
analytic, we see by Lemma 12 of [2] that E is a union of countably many 
submanifolds of dimensions at most n — 2 and in particular E is polar. 
We shall need the following stronger statement. 

LEMMA. Let R be hyperbolic and U be a subregion ofR with dUpiecewise 
smooth. Let Ebe the set of critical points of a nonconstant harmonic function 
on U and assume that E f] dU = 0 . Then there is a function cp e M(R\E) 
such that (p\R\U = 0 and for every pQ e E 

(2) lim (p(p) = +00. 

Take an exhaustion {Gk\k = 1,2, . . . } of R by regular regions and set 
Uk = U fi Gk9 Ek = E fi Gk9 a compact set, k = 1, 2, Fix k for the 
time being and consider Uk+1\Ek as an end of i^\^. Set co{k) = 
co{ - ; Uk+1\Ek, R\Ek), the relative harmonic measure of Uk+1\Ek in R\Ek. 
Since E is polar and R is hyperbolic, there is a positive superharmonic 
function s on R with s\E = +oo. For an arbitrary e > 0 the function 
co(k) — ss is subharmonic on UM\Ek9 bounded above and has nonposi
tive limit superior at each point of the relative boundary of Uk+1\Ek in 
R. Thus coik) ^ es which implies that co(k) = 0. In view of (1) we may 
choose a matrix of positive integers {mkj\ such that the defining sequence 
<̂ m} = <*)m('l £^H-IV£*> R\Ek) f ° r <*>{k) n a s t n e property that 

Also define cüĵ lis* = 1 and note that this makes co^ continuous on R. 
Let {Q} be an exhaustion of U\E by compact sets. For each positive 

integer i we may choose k{ such that Ct a Uki+1\Ek. and then we may pick 
ji ^ / such that 

W- = ufó'ì 
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is harmonic on Ct. Of course DRXE(wt) < 4-'. Defining <p{ = £{w,- gives a 
D-Cauchy sequence. In fact for V > i 

(3) BftAp,, - 9i) £ S D^iw,) < 2K 

For any compact C <=. U\E all but finitely many w{ are harmonic on C 
and thus the sequence {#>,} converges uniformly on compact subsets of 
U\E to a function p or to + oo. 

Each point of dU has a compact neighborhood N with JV c ^JE1. Given 
any compact set A contained in the interior of N there is a constant a such 
that u(p) g aDN(u) for every w e M(N) with u\N\U = 0, w harmonic on 
the interior of JV f| ^ anc* every /? e y4 (cf. [4]). Since <pi\R\U = 0, we can 
deduce from this and (3) that {(pt) actually converges uniformly on com
pact subsets of R\E to a function <p. By Kawamura's lemma (cf. [4], [12]) 
we conclude that <p e M(R). Finally, for any pQ e E there are infinitely 
many Wj with Wj(p0) = 1. Since lim i n f ^ ^ <p(p) è <pi(Po) for any /, 
we conclude that (2) holds. 

3. Let ffl be a family of locally rectifiable curves in R. A nonnegative 
Borei measurable function p is called admissible with respect to 34? if 
Jr pds ̂  1 for each curve y e Jf. The modulus of «̂ f (which is the reciprocal 
of the extremal length of #e) is defined as mod #e = inf \Rp2dV, where the 
infimum is taken over all admissible p with respect to #f. A property is 
said to hold for almost every curve in 3tf if it holds for all curves in &\ffî§, 
where J/FQ ls a subfamily with mod ^ 0 = 0. The well known elementary 
properties of modulus and extremal length continue to hold for n > 2 
with the above definition and we shall use them freely. 

The following is an analogue of a result of Brelot-Choquet [2] and will 
play a fundamental role here. 

LEMMA. Let R, U, E be as in Lemma 2 and jf a family of locally rectifiable 
curves in U. Denote by fflE those curves in & which do not pass through or 
terminate at points of E. Then mod j ^ E = mod «?f. 

Clearly mod tfE <; mod jf. To establish the reverse inequality let rj > 0 
be arbitrary. Then there is a p admissible with respect to j ^ E with mod 3^E 

+ 7] > \Rp2 dV. Let <p be the function of Lemma 2. For any curve y e 
3^\3^E and an arbitrary e > 0, the function e I V 91 has the property 
JVelVpl ds ^ \re\dç\ = +00. Thus the function pe = max(p, e|V#>l) is 
admissible with respect to #? and we obtain 

mod tf ^ $R p\dV ^ $R p2 dV + e2 DR(<p) <modj#>E + v + e2 DR{<p\ 

which establishes mod tf g mod #PE. 
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4. Fix a parametric ball B in R and denote by ^ the family of all curves 
in R\B joining dB to the ideal boundary of R; i.e. y e ^ if y: [a,b)^> R\B, 
(b may be + 00) is locally rectifiable, y(a) e dB, y(t) G R\B iît ^ a and for 
any compact set C cz R there is a r0 G [a, b) such that y{t) $ Cfor every 
f > t0. The notion of parabolicity is related to modulus as follows. 

PROPOSITION. R is parabolic if and only if mod <g = 0. 

For n > 2 this is due to Ow [9]. We shall present a new proof to which 
we shall refer later. Consider the functions com = com( • ; R\B9 R) defining 
co. For any ye&. j"r|V<am| ds ^ JV<Äam = 1 which shows that \^com\ is 
admissible with respect to <g. Therefore, 0 g mod <g ^ limwZ>i?(û>m). If 
R is parabolic, then (1) implies that mod ^ = 0. 

Conversely assume that R is hyperbolic. The function co = co( • ; i£\5, ^ ) 
can be assumed to be harmonic on R\B by suitably redefining it in a 
neighborhood of dB. Let E be the critical points of co in R\B. We may fur
ther assume that E p\ dB = 0for if this were not the case we would shrink 
B slightly and this would only decrease mod &. Denote by 34? the family 
of maximal integral curves of Vco starting at points of B. Every point of 
B is the starting point of a curve in jjf. Consider tfE the subfamily of 
curves in #? which do not terminate at points of E. Clearly 34?E a <g. 
Let p be an admissible density with respect to ffî. Then for any y G #? 
1 ^ (\r pds)2 = (J, p/|Vû)| dco)2 g Jr <fa> Jr p2/Wco\2 dco £ \r p2/Wco\2 dco. 
Here we have used the fact that along an integral curve of yco, | Vco \ds 
= dco. We choose the orientation for dB that gives *dco > 0 on dB, 
multiply the above inequality by *dco and integrate to obtain ^B*dœ ^ 
\dB{\rp

2l\S]co\2dco)*dco = \Hp2dV ^ \Rp2dV, where H is the subset of 
R foliated by the curves in jf. Thus by Lemma 3 we conclude that 0 < 
\dB *dco g mod 34? = mod 3tfE ^ mod ^ . 

5. It is easily seen that for any/G M(R) the limit limt^bf(y(t)) exists as a 
finite real number for almost every 7* G ̂ . We denote this limit simply by 
f(y). In addition we shall use the notation e(y) for the end part of y G ^ 
in the Roy den compactification R*\ i.e., e(y) = y Ç] r, where f denotes 
the closure in JR* of the image set under y. It is easy to verify that for 
/ G M(R),f(y) exists and is equal to a if and only i f /K^) is the constant a. 

LEMMA. Let <gQ be a subfamily of & such that F = cl(\Jr^Qe(y)) is 
disjoint from A, the harmonic boundary. Then mod ^ 0 = 0. 

The parabolicity of R is equivalent to A — 0 (cf. [4], [12]). In case R 
is parabolic the assertion follows from Proposition 4. If R is hyperbolic, 
then there is a nonnegative superharmonic function v G M(R) such that 
v\F = + 00, v IA = 0 (cf. [4], [12]). For any y G ^ 0 we have 2(7-) c F and 
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therefore v(f) = +00. For an arbitrary e > 0 and ye^o w e s e e that 
jr£|Vv| ds ;> \redv = +00; i.e., e|Vv| is admissible with respect to < 0̂. 
We conclude that mod ^ 0 ^ e2DR(v) and the assertion follows. 

6. The converse of the above lemma is of course not true. Simply 
consider a single line segment in the open unit disk with one end point on 
the unit circle. The following is a partial converse. 

LEMMA. Let <g§ be a subfamily of <g with mod ^ 0 = 0. Then the set K = 

cKLUs^o e(r)) contains A. 

Of course we only need to consider A ^ 0 . In this case we see by 
Proposition 4 that mod(^\^0) > 0 a n d then by Lemma 5 that K fi A # 
0 . Assume that, contrary to the assertion, there is a point /?* e A\K. 
Choose a function h e HD(R) such that /*(/?*) = 1, h\K fi A = 0 and 
0 < A < 1 on R. Furthermore we may pick a e (0, 1) such that a is not 
a critical value of h and the level surface {h = a} intersects B. Let £/ be 
a component of the set {h > a} that intersects B and set S = dU f] B. 
By the choice of a each point of S is the initial point of an integral curve 
of V^ in U and we denote by #? the family of all such integral curves which 
are maximal. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3 we 
see that 0 < \s*dh ^ mod ffl with the appropriate orientation on S. Let 
E be the critical points of h in U and jjfE the subfamily of curves in ffl 
not terminating at points of E. By Lemma 3 we have mod #£E > 0. The 
curves of ffl E tend to the ideal boundary of R and we form a new family 
2tfx consisting of the portions of the curves in tfE joining dB to the ideal 
boundary of R. Then mod #e 1 ^ mod 34?E > 0 and tfx *s a subfamily of ^ . 

Now define Kx = cH\Jr^^lXn e(f)). Since mod (jjf i\&0) > 0, we see by 
Lemma 5 that Kx fl A ^ 0 . On the one hand, J^ f! zf c= # f| A and 
consequently A | ^ f| ^ = 0. But on the other hand, for every j-ejtfi 
we have h(y) > a which implies h \KX ^ a. The contradiction completes 
the proof. 

7. We are ready to establish our main result. 

THEOREM. Let fe M(R). Then f{y) = 0 for almost every 7- e ^ // and 
only iff\A = 0. 

Again no proof is necessary if R is parabolic and we turn to the hyper
bolic case. The necessity is a simple consequence of Lemma 6. For 
the proof of the sufficiency assume that f\ A = 0. By considering the 
positive and negative parts of/separately we may restrict our attention 
to the c a s e / ^ 0 . For each positive integer k consider the family <gk = 

{re&\Ar) exists a n d Ar) = k~x}- Also define Kk= c l(Ur^* e(r))- In 

view of f\ A = 0 we see that Kk is disjoint from A and hence by Lemma 
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5 mod <&k = 0. Let ^ 0 be a family of curves in ^ such that mod ^ 0 = 0 
and/(7-) exists for each y e &\&0. Then g?«, = (Jg0^* n a s m ° d ^oo = 0 and 
f(y) = 0 for every y e g^^. 

8. There are a number of extremal length criteria for the nonexistence 
of nonconstant Dirichlet finite harmonic functions on R (cf. [10], [5], [14]). 
We have the following result. 

COROLLARY, dim HD(R) = 1 if and only if for eachfeM(R) there is 
a constant cf such thatf(y) = Cffor almost every y e ^ . 

If R is parabolic, then dim HD(R) = 1 and mod ^ = 0 which means 
that the corollary holds. Assume that R is hyperbolic. If dim HD(R) = 1, 
then A consists of one point p* and for a n y / e M(R) the required con
stant Cf is f(p*). Indeed, since / — cf\ A — 0, the theorem implies that 
( / — cf)(y) = 0 for almost every peg?. If dim HD(R) > 1, then there is 
a nonconstant bounded function h e HD(R) which may be normal
ized to satisfy h(R) = (0, 1) (cf., e.g., [4]). By the technique in the proof 
of Lemma 6 we can produce an a: e (0, 1) and jf? 1 c & with mod ^ > 0 
and h(y) > a for every y e ffl^ as well as a subfamily ffl2

 c ^ with 
mod ^f 2 > 0 and /^p) < a for every p e ffî2. Thus for A there is no con
stant ch satisfying the condition of the corollary. 

As an illustration consider Rn, n ^ 3. Uspenskiï [13] showed that a 
smooth function/on Rw with | v / l e Z>(Rn), 1 < p < n, has the same 
limit along all rays except for a collection of rays piercing the unit sphere 
in a set of (n — l)-dimensional measure zero. It is easily seen that 
dim HD(Rn) = 1 (cf., e.g., [1]). Thus the corollary contains the case p = 2 
of Uspenskiï's result. Indeed, by the corollary there is a subset &f of <g 
with modulus zero and a constant cf such that f(y) = cf for every y e 
^\^f. The argument of No. 4 shows that a collection of radial lines 
piercing the unit sphere in a set of positive (n — l)-dimensional outer 
measure has positive modulus and thus is not contained in the exceptional 
set &f. 
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